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Hazel County molds safety ordinance
store
reports
robbery
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal Court's
property safety ordinance conunittee
is nearing completion of a proposal
that will eliminate threatening conditions created by abandoned or dilapidated homes, trailers and other structures.
However, committee members
Connie Morgan, Eddie Clyde Hale,
Sheriff Bill Marcum and County
Attorney David Harrington chose to
make several changes in the draft
document during a meeting Monday
afternoon before presenting it to
Calloway County Fiscal Court for

Staff Report
HAZEL, Ky. — Kentucky State Police are
currently investigating an armed robbery at a
store here that occurred Monday night.
At approximately 8:07 p.m., Calloway
County dispatch received a silent hold-up
alarm at Discount Tobacco City on U.S. 641
South. A clerk told sheriff's deputies who
arrived on the scene that as she was locking up
two white males in ski masks entered the store
and demanded money.
One of the suspects was described as a
white male, early 20s, 5-foot-7 to 5-8 in height
with an average build, wearing a black sleeveless T-shirt, khaki shorts and a black ski mask.
The second was described as a white male,
early 20s, 5-10 to 6-0 with a slender build,
wearing a black T-shirt with orange writing,
khaki pants and a black ski mask. The second
robber was also armed with a single barrel
pump shotgun.
Both males fled the scene after taking an
undetermined amount of cash and cigarettes, a
KSP release stated. They were last seen traveling northbound on foot.
Sheriff's
County
Calloway
The
Department and the Graves County K9 Officer
assisted KSP on scene.
Anyone with information on the identity of
the suspects is asked to contact the Kentucky
ng
State Police. The investigation is continui
by It.Jerry Jones.

approval.
The fiscal court will meet at 5:30
p.m. today (Tuesday) at the Weaks
Community Center to consider a first
reading of the new ordinance.
Harrington said modifications to
the document will expand the responsibilities and powers of a proposed
property safety review committee
while also giving the county priority
in recouping costs expended on corrections. Another modification would
establish enforcement procedures by
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office
in the event of an emergency.
Harrington said the regulations
would cover only "...abandoned

and/or dilapidating
structures that present an immediate
danger to the public
or are in a condition
threatening partial
or complete collapse." The ordinance will not cover
conditions such as
grass,
unmowed
Harrington
of
accumulation
trash or unsightly debris,trusting and
abandoned motor-vehicles and other
property conditions covered by other
state statutes.
"We're looking at those situations

where these structures are a threat to
the public safety," Harrington said.
"It is not for situations like cleaning
up trash ... That is something we are
not looking at."
The proposal will cover all homes,
trailers and buildings located in
unincorporated areas of the county
while making allowances for fanners
by excluding agncultural structures
such as barns and corn cribs. It will,
however, include open cisterns
and/or construction sites that are not
secured and present a threat to chil±

See Page 2A

Juveniles
charged
in string
of thefts

MAKING TRACKS

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer

DEPUTY DOG

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
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County
Calloway
The
Sheriff's Office and Det. Sgt.
Samantha Mighell have ended a
four-month-long investigation
into several burglaries and thefts
from local businesses and residences. Five Calloway County
juveniles were charged in association with the crimes.
According to a press release
from the sheriff's office,the first
theft took place on July 15 when
two juveniles, aged 13 and 15,
allegedly stole two 4-wheelers
from a storage building at a residence on Lancaster Road in
Calloway County.
The same two juveniles were
joined by three other 13-yearolds on Sept. 1 when they snuck
out of their homes and allegedly
stole a golf cart from a garage at
a residence on Ky. 94 East,
according to the release. They
also allegedly stole two stereos
from vehicles at the residence
before going to a residence on
Palestine Road in Marshall
County where they allegedly
stole two dirt bikes from a
garage. After leaving that residence, the juveniles returned to
Calloway County and allegedly

•See Page 2A

Sawdust will fly at Central Park Saturday
Special to the Ledger
Sawdust and the sound of
swinging axes will fill the air
at the 2007 Kentucky
Lumberjack Challenge at the
Central Park Amphitheatre
here Saturday, beginning at
10:30 a.m.
This year's events include
the axe throw, three chopping
events, three crosscut saw
events, stock chainsaw and
hotsaw (modified chainsaws).
The stock chainsaw competition is open to anyone
wishing to compete. The
HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
involves making two
contest
Gabnel, a three-year-old Belgian Malinois
cuts through a block of wood
(pictured above), is the newest certified
with a stock chainsaw. To
employee (Badge #1825) of the Pennyrile
compete, participants must
register by 10 a.m., and entry
Narcotics Task Force and the Calloway
fee is $5. Chainsaws and
County Sheriff's Office after becoming cerhearing, eye and leg protectified in narcotic detection Friday morning.
will be provided.
,
tion
Jackson
Tye
Det.
handler,
and
owner
His
Kentucky Lumberjack
The
two
for
Gabriel
said he has been training
e was started by Dan
Challeng
and
years and will use him in searches
and Melissa Duncan, owners
interdiction patrol.
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of Dan Duncan Treeworks.
They traveled to lumberjack
competitions across the country and decided to start one
for themselves as there were
none taking place in Western
Kentucky. The event has
grown from 10 competitors in
2001 to over 50 competitors
from across the country in
2006.
"It looks like it is going to
be another great show,"
Melissa said."We have several world class competitors
coming. It should be a funfilled day with lots going on.
"As Dan says, come smell
the Nitro and watch the chips
fly"
For more information and
a complete listing of events
and rules, contact the Murray
Visitors
&
Convention
Bureau at 759-2199 or visit
the Web site at www.tourmurray.com.
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United Way of Murray/Calloway

d Home Ghis•A•Wayl
TheRuthGran
IN Trent Garland Construction in 13,1i:1.er-est 50,d:rum
Tickets On Sale Now - $100/ea
Only 4,000 Will Be Sold!
Tickets are available at BB&T Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calling 12701 753-0317 or go on the web at www.unitedwaymcc.org
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Accident claims
Hardin woman
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'Staff Report
•. FAIRDEALING. Ky. - Ritta R. Williams. 51, of Hardin was
*Med Monday at 2:50 p.m. while traveling south on Old Olive Road
CKy. 9621 near Abraham Road in the Fairdealing community.
according to a press release from the Marshall County Sheriff's
Office.
William; vehicle, a 2005 Ford Ranger pickup, hit an embank.ffient and then a tree alter veering into the oncoming lane and exit'ffig the roadway via the left shoulder, the release stated.
Williams died at the scene of the accident from sustained injuries.
-She was wearing her seatbelt.
Deputy Mark Balentine, an accident reconstructionist with the
Marshall County Shenti's office, is investigating the accident
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Home drug kits
available to public
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The Permyrile Narcotics task force has donated 100 home drug
testing kits to the Calloway County Sheriff's Office and the Murray
Police Department for distribution to area parents.
The kits were made available Monday. Parents can obtain one by
going to either the sheriff's depannent or the police department and
asking for one. The request can be anonymous, said Det. Sgt.
Samantha Mighell with the CCSO.
The packets include the drug testing kit along with information
regarding treatment, the Lawn system, retesting information and a
letter from Sheriff Bill Marcunt and Police Chief Ken Claud.
Kits can also he obtained in Marshall and Graves counties, said
Mighell

•Juveniles charged ...
stelco ileitis tout a residence on
Green Valley Road in Calloway
?dole a go-au twill a shed on
According to the
County.
Goodwin Road.
release, they reportedly rode the
On Oct. 5, four of the juve- stolen items to Take Me Back
niles allegedly stole a golf-cart, Cafe on Ky. 94 East where they
a 4-wheeler and numerous allegedly broke a window,
entered the building and stole
cigarettes. They then reportedly
ran both the 4-wheeler and the
golf cart into a ditch before
NOTICE
returning home.
•Calloway County Fiscal
Charges have been tiled With
Court is scheduled to meet at al court designated worker.
5 30 today at the Weaks Almost all the propeny has been
Community Center On the lound. according to the release.
agenda tor the meeting is a hut almost all of it was
damresolution for an easement at
aged.
Fort Heiman, renewal of
an unrelated incident.
county insurance, consideration of an ordinance tor main- ('('SO deputies difested TIM
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of Ky. 94 East
Board
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Vinson Tractor reported
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tral office boardroom at the merchandise stolen Town and
Administration Country Motorspons reported
Carter
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item. call 753-1916
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
M.A.D.D. (Mothers Against Drunk Driving) representative Marco Molina addresses students at Murray High School Monday
afternoon during a special Teen Driver Safety Week multi-media presentation. Molina is currently traveling across the United
States speaking to high school and elementary schools.

Cohort testimony could help, hurt O.J.
LOS ANGELES (API — Prosecutors he will plead guilty to being
normally get a boost from suspects agreeing an accessory to robbery,
to testify against one another, but O.J. was charged with felony
Simpson's attorneys may theft in a 1996 embezzlebe able to use his co.-def'en- ment case in Provo, Utah.
dants' past legal run-ins to He pleaded guilty and barundermine their credibility. gained the charge to a mis"It's a defense lawyer's demeanor and probation.
dream to cross-examine
Alexander, 46, said he
these witnesses," said will plead guilty to conspirAlexander
Laune Levenson, a profes- acy to commit robbery. He
sor at Loyola Law School was arrested in Los Angeles in 1987 for kidin Los Angeles and a for- napping and assault with a deadly weapon,
Simpson
mer federal prosecutor. but the charges were dismissed because a
"You Lan put someone up before a firing witness refused to identify the culprit, court
squad and the squad members can start records show.
shooting at each other."
Simpson's attorneys will have to deal
Two of Simpson's co-defendants, one a with his own past in presenting his defense.
former friend. agreed to testify against him
His celebrity and the fact that many feel
Monday in return for drastically reduced he was wrongly acquitted the 1994 murder
charges.
of his wife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and her
"It's always a prosecutor's strategy to go friend, Ronald Goldman, could weigh heavafter the little fish to get to the big fish. aid ily against him and may emerge as the domlawyer Edward Miley, who represents inant theme in the case, especially considerdefendant Charles Cashmore. "In this, it ing that a civil court jury later found
seems to be that O.J. Simpson is the big Simpson liable for the killings.
fish."
"All the others are getting a good deal
A lawyer for Walter
and Simpson, the one without a conviction.
Alexander, a former golf
doesn't? It's all about who he is,- said
buddy of Simpson's who
Thomas Mesereau Jr., who represented
plans to testify against
acquitted defendants Michael Jackson and
him, said he hasn't been in
Robert Blake in cases that turned on witness
trouble in a decade.
credibility. "They probably wouldn't have
brought charges if it wasn't for who he
But he and Cashmore
i,
hasvtes.legal trouble in their
Mesereau said the move by co-defendants to plead out and testify to save themCashmore
Cashmore. 40, who said

selves shows the prosecution's motive is to
get Simpson.
"This might feed into the idea of a setup,"
he said. "They set him up in the hotel room
and tape recorded it and now they're setting
him up in court."
Prosecutor David Roger has not outlined
his strategy and declined comment on it outside court Monday.
Charges against Simpson and three others include kidnapping, armed robbery,
assault, burglary and conspiracy in connection with the Sept. 13 confrontation in a Las
Vegas hotel room. Simpson has said he went
to the room to retrieve items that belonged
to him from a group of memorabilia peddlers.
A preliminary hearing is scheduled for
Nov. 8 and 9. Castunore and Alexander
waived their right to a preliminary hearing.
Simpson's Las Vegas attorney, Gabriel
Grasso, said he wasn't surprised that some
of Simpson's co-defendants are getting
reduced charges to testify against the athlete-turned-actor.
"I never thought this would be anything
but an O.J. case and only 0.1.." he said.
Grasso said he expects the prosecution to
argue that, "In a den of thieves, you have
thieves as witnesses." But he stressed, "That
does not include 0.J."
Some of the other men in the room had
felony convictions, including Tom Riccio,
the man who set up the meeting and taped it
but was granted immunity and not charged.
He is expected to be a key witness.
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IN Safety ordinance ...
From Front
diet' or others that may be
ci.prised to them.
Under the proposal. a fivemember committee to be
appointed by the county judgeexecutive will be created to hear
complaints and make a decision
whether or not a situation is
Actionable. Members of the
hoard will include the judge-

In Our Backyard magazine would
like to publicize local churches'
upcoming Christmas and
holiday special
programs, plays,
musicals or events.
If your church is preparing a Christmas
special for the upcoming season,
let us know by calling...

Eric Walker, Editor at 753-1916
or
e-mail editor@murrayledger.com.

or his designated
party and one representative
from each of the four magisterial districts that must live in an
unincorporated area. At least
one of those represented must he
a farmer.
Other guidelines may apply
such as appointment to a proposed four-year term.
The board will hear complaints presented to them by
CACCUllVe

county residents and then decide
whether conditions pose a threat
to public safety. If so, the matter
will be turned over to the sheriff's department or Calloway
C'ounty Environmental Planner
Alicia Taber% for enforcement.
However the sheriff's department will be extended emergency powers to act should a situation, such as a house fire, create an immediate threat to the

Wondering what
to do with
your money?
(:onsider the Enhancer.
\Woodmen of the World's Modified Endowment
Universal Life Insurance certificate, the Enhancer, may
help you protect your assests as well as your family's seady.
• Your cosh value may accumulate
foster than in a CD
•Your gain is tax-deferred until recerved
• The death benefit paid to your beneficiary avoids
probate and is feral income tax-free
Shelia Crouse
Barry Newsome
Rind Representative Field Representative
270-753-4741
270-753-3422
skocuseesconesn.oxs tenresorsterroodisse.con

WOODMEN*.
tithrWORLD
Woodmen o‘n World At insurance Sot et,
Home Otice 0.,.>-,. M,.

2 I 41,1CM R-6/06

wsssrs.00dmenors

public that must be dealt with
quickly. Marcum will be
allowed to hire a contractor to
destroy a structure and remove
the threat following notification
of the landowner.
In non-emergency situations,
a complaint form, somewhat
based on similar paperwork now
being used in Marshall County,
will be made available in the
environmental planner's office
at the Calloway County
Courthouse. Those reporting
threatening conditions will be
asked to complete the paperwork and then bring their complaint in person to the committee
which will meet quarterly.
The owner of the property
will bear the pnmary cost of rectifying any safety situation;
however Harrington said he also
would include language that
would give the county first
claim to financial reimbursement should the county be
forced to use taxpayer dollars
for demolition and removal of a
dangerous structure.
The ordinance, which is
based on existing state statutes,
and all specifications must be
approved by Calloway County
Fiscal Court before the review
committee can be seated and
enforcement begins. ()tiler modifications may also be made to
the proposal before final
approval.
Those wanting to know more
about the proposed ordinance
may do so during the fiscal court
meeting scheduled for tonight.

Attorney general's office wants to
block ethics probe
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Attorney Genera/ Greg Stumbo's
office asked a judge on Monday to block a state ethics panel from
investigating its handling of a probe into Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
administration.
Assistant Attorney General Ryan Halloran said the Executive
Branch Ethics Commission should be prohibited from acting on
information it received recently in the mail. Halloran said he considered the information as an informal anonymous complaint, which
state law prevents the commission from reviewing.
The commission is responsible for enforcing the state ethics
code.
The complaint claims Stumbo used the investigation to help his
political career. Stumbo unsuccessfully ran this year for lieutenant
governor and is considering a run for U.S. Senate.
Stumbo's office investigated claims that Fletcher's administration improperly gave political supporters protected state jobs.
Fletcher was indicted during the investigation on three misdemeanors that were eventually dropped in a deal with prosecutors.
Stumbo has said the investigation was not politically motivated.

Fort Campbell soldier arrested in
slayings of two women
RINEYVILLE, Ky.(AP) --- A Fort Campbell soldier was arrested Monday and charged with killing his estranged wife and another
woman last month.
Kentucky State Police arrested Sgt. Brent Burke, 29, in the deaths
of Tracy D. Burke, 31, and her mother-in-law from a previous marriage, Karen D. Comer, 53, Trooper Steve Pavey said. •
"I think there was so muth circumstantial evidence," Pavey said.
"They felt like they had enough to make an arrest."
Burke is charged with two counts of murder, three counts of wanton endangerment, one count of burglary and one count of cruelty to
animals, police said. The last charge stems from a family dog being
shot to death.
Pavey said he did not know if Burke had an attorney.
Divorce papers filed by Tracy Burke in May described Burke as
dangerous, violent and on-edge a changed man since his spring
return from Afghanistan. The divorce was scheduled to be completed the week Tracy Burke died.

Mother enters Afford plea in death
of son found in car

e othbbery,
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FLEMINCiSBURG, Ky.(AP) — A Fleming County woman has
decided not to contest abuse and manslaughter charges related to the
death of her 1-year-old son, who died of hyperthermia while
strapped to his car seat inside her minivan.
Toni Barber of Grange City entered an Alford plea Monday in
Fleming County Circuit Court. In an Alford plea, a defendant doesn't admit guilt but acknowledges there is enough evidence for a conviction. At her sentencing Dec. 5, she faces seven years in prison on
a manslaughter charge and two years, to be served concurrently, on
criminal abuse.
"It was a fair resolution," Commonwealth's Attorney Kathryn
Hendrickson said.
Police found /Caleb Davis strapped to the car seat inside the van
on Aug. 2, 2006. It was 82 degrees that morning, and investigators
found he died of extremely high body heat.
Kaleb's sister, Rhenna, 2 at the time. was inside the van but sur-ViVea.

Candidates still hot about casinos
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, still trying
to rally conservative voters in
his
re-election
campaign,
warned again Monday that
electing Democratic candidate
Steve Beshear would open the
state to casinos.
Fletcher, an ordained Baptist
minister, said legalized casino
gambling would bring a different culture and element to
Kentucky that would not be
good.
"If you want casino gambling
and that's the primary thing you
believe is good for Kentucky,
vote 'for Steve Beshear,"
Fletcher said during a debate
broadcast live from
the
Kentucky
Educational
Television headquarters in
Lexington.
"If you don't, and you want
good jobs, good economic
growth and the kind of values
we've always had." Fletcher
said, "then I ask for their vote."
Beshear, a Lexington attorney, supports a proposal for a
ballot referendum that would
allow voters to decide whether
to change the constitution to
allow casinos. "I want to put it on the ballot
and let people decide and let
them take a vote," Beshear said.
"And if they pass it, we'll certainly handle that responsibly,
and we'll handle the money
responsibly."
Fletcher said opening casinos
would lead to more crime.
divorces, suicides and other
social ills. Beshear has said
opening casinos at race tracks
and in a handful of communities
along the state's borders would
generate $500 million in additional tax revenues that could be
used to improve the lives of
Kentuckians.
candidates
The
also
exchanged charges of ethical
lapses, just as they have done in
all their previous faceoffs.
Fletcher claimed Beshear
profited from the bankruptcy of
Kentucky
Central
Life
Insurance Co. while hundreds of
employees lost jobs and
investors lost money. Beshear
reminded voters of the legal

MSU News Bureau
The International Center for
Economic Development and
Cultural Studies (ICED&CS) at
Murray State University, along
with Town and Gown, recently
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— A federal judge Monday ordered pro- held the "Effective Prices in
bation and weekend jail for two Bath County men who pleaded International
Negotiations"
seminar on campus.
guilty to conspiring to buy votes.
The
featured
topic,
William Mike Butcher, 50, and Norman Crouch, 41, have testiTrade
and
fied they paid Bath County residents $40 to $100 to vote for certain "International
Commerce," was led by Wisanu
Bath County politicians.
(Aik) Krutngoen, coordinator
They are among 13 people charged in connection with irregular- for ICED and the
Kentucky
ities in the May 2006 Democratic primary.
World Trade(KWTC)Center at
U.S. District Judge Joseph Hood sentenced both men to three MSU. "In order to have a prosyears' probation. Butcher is to serve weekends in a county jail in perous and successful internaNovember and December, while Crouch is to serve one month of tional business negotiation, it is
weekend incarceration beginning in November, the Lexington imperative to conduct research
on culture — the dos and don'ts
Herald-Leader reported.
"I hope the good people of Bath County are fed up with this kind of conducting international business affairs." Krutngoen said.
of behavior," Hood said.
The seminar included an
Three Bath County elected officials have pleaded guilty or have open panel discussion with
Dr.
been convicted in connection with the vote-buying case.

2 sentenced in eastern Ky. vote
buying in '06 primary
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AP
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher, left, and his Democratic challenger Steve Beshear listen to
instructions prior to their televised debate in Lexington, Ky., Monday.
woes that have plagued Fletcher
for more than two years and that
led to his indictment.
"There's breaches of ethical
problems here, and this is going
to open up as one of the reports
said, probably a lot of lawsuits, a
lot of other things," Fletcher
said of Beshear's involvement in
the dismantling of Kentucky
Central Life Insurance Co."And
I've talked to several attorneys
that said. 'Steve, you ought to
get a criminal attorney right now
with what's gone on there.'"
Beshear countered, noting
that there were never any ethical
complaints against him or his
former law firm.
'The only person standing up
here who hired a criminal attorney was Ernie Fletcher, and he
hired one because he was part of
a conspiracy that broke the merit
system laws," Beshear said.
Beshear's law firm, Stites &
Harbison, was hired by the state
insurance commissioner to
assist in the liquidation of the
bankrupt company. A report,
prepared by independent attorneys 12 years ago, said
Beshear's law firm had a con-

flict of interest and should have
withdrawn from the case.
The report said Beshear was
not directly involved, but that he
had "general knowledge" of the
conflict of interest that he should
have turned over to former
Insurance
Commissioner
Donald Stephens.
Beshear said Kentuckians
deserve a more ethical governor,
not one who has been indicted
on charges of illegally rewarding political supporters with
state jobs. Fletcher was indicted
last year, but the indictment was
later dropped in a negotiated settlement
with
prosecutors.
Fletcher has since maintained
that the charges were politically
motivated to lessen his chances
of being re-elected.
Fletcher and at least 14 of his
aides and associates were indicted. Fletcher issued pardons for
everyone except himself.
Both candidates support the
construction of new Ohio River
bridges in Louisville and
Covington — projects that are
estimated to cost more than $5.5
billion.
However, neither
offered a definite plan to pay for

them.
"We're not going to be able
to finance those projects in tfie
traditional way," Beshear said.
"If we do those three projects
out of the road fund, we're not
going to have a dollar to maintam any road in this state."
Beshear said the state needs
to consider other financing
options, perhaps through publicprivate partnerships.
•
Fletcher agreed that the state
needs to find a way to pay for
the bridges other than pulling
money from the state road fund.
One possibility, he said, is to
look at establishing local financing authorities that could raise
the needed money through bond
sales.
"What I'm saying is we need
to evaluate that," Fletcher said.
And in the debate that covered a broad range of issues.
Fletcher knew the cost of a gallon of milk was roughly $3.25.
Beshear, however, admitted he
didn't know the cost of a dozen
eggs.
"My wife buys the eggs," he
said.

Lexis Higgins and George
Addison. Higgins is a business
authority on international economics and strategy. He has
been a visiting professor in
England and Finland. and is now
at Murray State. Addison is the
marketing/promotions coordinator of the Southern Kentucky
United
States
Tennis
Association. He was formerly
the public information officer
for the Department of Defense,
and has worldwide experience
as a broadcast journalist.
The question-and-answer
session included Will Riggins,
who had an internship in China
through the ICED/KWTC at
Murray. "The western culture
was very well received,"
Riggins noted. He went on to
say that he felt welcome in every
aspect and his knowledge and

input were highly respected.
Krutngoen explained that,
"As a representative (of your
country) and an international
negotiator, it is not unusual to
participate in social activities
before a contract is presented.
You must know the culture and
the customs. One slip can
(cause) you to lose the contract."
More than 30 MSU students
attended the seminar. Agnieska
"Aga" Przetak of Poland was
one of those. A first-year graduate student at Murray, she is
studying for a master's degree in
international relations. Przetak
has an undergraduate degree
from Poland in the field of engineering with an emphasis in
ernikonmental j protection. "I
reallNehlgatiled a lot from the
presentaiions today," she said.
"There were a number of topics

I was already familiar with:
however, new, productive and
useful information was also presented.
"Global marketing and cultural diversity are areas that: I
feel have really been untapped.
The resources are available and
workshops such as this provide a
different perspective," she concluded.
After completing her studyat
Murray, Przetak hopes to stay 'in
the United States to work in the
field of international marketing.
For further information
regarding international business
and industry, contact the
ICED/KWTC by email at
kwtc@murraystate.edu or by
telephone at 809-5092. The web
address
is
www.murraystate.edu/kwtc.
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The Art
of War
: Daniel Mayer served in the Army of the Third Reich
ander General George Rommel in Afnca. He was captured
Tunisia on April 23, 1943. As a prisoner of war, he
ended up in western Kentucky at Camp Breckenndge and
left a unique legacy that continues to impress visitors more
than 55 years later.
Mayer was one of thousands of POWs
in the Morganfield. Ky., prison compound.
As an infantry training site for WWII
troops. ('amp Breckenridge in its heyday
was comprised of 35,(X)O acres and MX)
buildings with a capacity to accommodate
over 250,(XX) troops.
As a paid POW worker at the tamp,
Mayer used the splendid expanse of walls
in the Non-Commissioned Officers Club as
his canvas. He created a series of murals
in the ballroom depicting idyllic landscapes
Main Street reminiscent of his homeland. MedievalBy Constance looking castles, quaint alpine churches, the
sparkling waters of German rivers flow
Alexander
beneath vibrant blue skies flocked with
Local
clouds.
Columnist
Besides the ballroom. Mayer painted
bucolic Tyrolean scenes in the bar and the
dining room, perhaps to assuage his longing for home. He
died at Camp Breckenridge in 1945 and is buned at Fort
Knox. along with four other German POWs.
In addition to the fabulous murals. Camp Breckenridge
today houses a museum and arts center. Artifacts and memorabilia associated with WWII are on display, including
medals. ktters and photographs.
One of the charming newspaper clippings on view is
about a GI named Murphy who was sent to Camp Breckenridge in 1942 with 24 other combat-ready soldiers from Fort
Lewis, Missouri. Like so many of the young men at the
camp. Murphy spent many weekends in nearby Evansville.
Ind.
One night he escorted his date to her home and then was
loci tired to make it back to camp. As he walked down an
unfamiliar street. he spied a porch glider, tiptoed onto the
stranger's porch and promptly went to sleep.
The next morning when the homeowner came out to get
his paper. Murphy was filled with trepidation. "I thought for
sure I was in trouble," he said. "Instead, he invited me in
for a breakfast of hot cakes and coffee. If that had happened in Fort Lewis." Murphy confessed. "I would probably
have ended up in the guardhouse.The museum at Camp Breckenridge is a labor of love for
Larry Strehle. He helped found the Union County Historical
Society, and continues to volunteer his time and energy to
guide visitors through the museum collection. A native of
Hoboken, NJ. Larry spent time at Camp Breckenridge before
he was sent oserseas in WWII. Dunng that stint, he fell in
love with a Kentucky girl, Mary Frances Mills. When he got
back stateside, the two mamed, but not before Mary Frances
checked out Larry's background.
"I wrote a letter to his priest in Hoboken." she admits
with a shy smile and a iss inkle in her eye.
They have been married 61 years now, and agree that the
secret of their happiness is "listening to each other.. They are obviously well-acquainted with the museum collection at Camp Breckenridge. and if they are not available
to talk to guests, their son, Kenny. might be on hand, as he
also volunteers as a docent. For the Strehles, the museum is
a family affair.
Though most of the collection is WWII-related. people
from Union County have donated war memorabilia from
WW1. Korea. Vietnam, the 101st Airborne and the Gulf
Wars. Also on display are artifacts associated with some of
the more famous people who spent time at Camp Breckenridge, including Senator Robert Dole
. Camp Breckenridge is in Morganfiel at 1116 N. Village
Rd.. close to Route M. The museum is closed Mondays. and
Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.,
as opened Tuesday
and Sunday afternoons from I - 4. Admission is $3 for
adults and SI for students. The phone number is 270-3894420
Check out the Website at www.breckenndge-iins.org.
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The Conservatives' Opportunity
This is a two-part column.
Part one is what you might
expect from a politically
conservative person who
believes "global warming" is
a secular religion and that
Al Gore deserved the Nobel
Peace Prize as much as
Yasser Arafat, Li Due mo
and a myriad of other lowwattage lights, which is to
say not at all. The second
part may surprise my liberal
friends.
The Church of Global
Warming (CGW) is a cult. A
cult has a number of definitions, among them this one
from dictionary.com: •A religion or sect considered to be
false, unorthodox, or extremist, with members often living outside of conventional
society under the direction of
a charismatic leader." Cults
wish to control others. Global warming fundamentalists
wish to do the same through
the power of government.
CGW members would
reject cult status - which all
cult members do - and Al
Gore has never been accused
of displaying charisma. But
the CGW confers charismatic
status on him because he
tells them what they want to
hear: salvation is available
through the reduction of
one's carbon footprint. Gore
regularly violates his own
doctrines by flying on big

polluting
jets, leaving tracks
the size of
Bigfoot.
Cultists
never allow
contrary
evidence to
challenge
their
Cat's
beliefs.
Thoughts Last week,
By Cal Thomas a British
Syndicated
pudge found
Columnist
nine scientific errors
in Gore's film "An Inconvenient Truth" and ordered
British schools to mention
them and to teach the other
side of global warming.
Like the Pulitzer Prize,
which mostly goes to liberals
or to economic conservatives
who are OK with abortion
and same-sex marriage, the
Nobel Peace Prize has
become a victim of political
correctness and a tool for
message-sending. In this case
(as when the award went to
Jimmy Carter), the Nobel
committee wanted to send a
message to President Bush.
What will they do when he
leaves office? That's easy;
they'll give it to Bill Clinton.
People who genuinely
labor for peace (read a partial list in the Oct. 13 Wall

Street Journal lead editorial)
are often ignored by the
Nobel committee. Despite
evidence from NASA and
other scientific sources,
which rebut Gore's claims of
pending climate disaster,
CGW members have the
kind, of blind faith displayed
at a Benny Hinn healing
service.
The leader of the CGW
even has a faux *trinity."
Instead of the Father. Son
and Holy Spirit, Gore has an
Oscar, an Erruny and a
Nobel Peace Prize.
Having said that (and far
more could be said and is
being said), conservatives
miss an opportunity when
they only ndicule Gore and
dismiss his ideas. They
should be asking themselves
whether it might be possible
to find common ground with
Gore on at least one of his
doctrinal issues that would
serve nearly everyone's interests. This is where Part Two
begins.
Republicans and Democrats repeatedly tell us we
rely too much on foreign oil.
especially that which comes
from a current trouble spot,
the Middle East, and that
which comes from a potential trouble spot. Venezuela.
Might it be possible for the
CGW crowd and the Church
of Free Enterprise (CFE) to

come together for the common purpose of reducing our
reliance on foreign oil?
CGW fundamentalists would
get what they want - a
reduced carbon footprint and
supposedly lower global tern- .
peratures (go ahead and let
them believe it) - while CFE
parishioners would rejoice
that Saudi Arabia's hold on
us (not to mention its use of
our money to underwrite terrorism) could be broken.
If we would launch an
energy independence program
with the intensity of a Marshall Plan for Europe, or a
man-on-the-moon project, to
liberate ourselves from the
petroleum despots by developing synthetic fuels and
finding new energy sources
closer to home - especially
nuclear power - we could
strike a blow against the
Islamofascists more damaging
than bombs and bullets.
This will require leadership at the highest level, and
it will require a conservative
of sufficient stature not to
be labeled a compromiser or
a fool. Anyone out there
who meets the test? And
would Al Gore bring his
legions with him to the
table?

Read Main Street online at wwwmiarravledgeriom. Contact the columnist &Frith at
I imstancealesanikrt0 newssavecorrun.net.
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Drought tightens grip on Southeast

James E. Duncan
James E. Duncan, 70, Dexter, died Monday, Oct. 15, 2007, at
4:20 p.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
A carpenter, he was a member of Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Stella Mae Bartlett
Duncan, and one brother, Charles F. Duncan. Born May 7, 1937, in
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Clarence E. Duncan and
Katherine Donnelson Duncan.
Survivors include two sons, James M. Duncan and wife, Jenny.
Dexter, and William M. Duncan, New Concord; three daughters,
Amy Duncan, New Carlisle, Ohio, Kathi J. Duncan, Greenville,
Ohio, and Sandra Lyons, New Concord; one brother, Clinton D.
Duncan and wife, Nancy, Dexter; eight grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
Burial will be in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery. Other arrangements are incomplete. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in
charge.

Mike Hall
Mike Hall, 51, Paducah, died Monday. Oct. 15, 2007, at 2 a.m, at
his home. He was born Oct. 27, 1955. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of
Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Ritta Ruth Williams
Mrs. Ritta Ruth Williams, 51, Hardin, died Monday, Oct. 15,
2007, at 3:30 p.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile accident
on Old Olive Road, Benton. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in
charge of arrangements.

Democrats say more
savings possible in
Medicare drug program
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WASHINGTON (AP) Seniors and other taxpayers
could have saved nearly $15 billion this year if the government
slashed administrative costs in
the Medicare drug program and
negotiated the same kind of discounts it does for poor people
under Medicaid, Democratic
lawmakers said Monday.
Currently, private insurance
companies get a federal subsidy
to administer a prescription drug
plan, but their overhead costs
are much greater than in traditional Medicare, the lawmakers
said in a report issued Monday.
The lawmakers obtained proprietary data that's unavailable
to the public for the 12 leading
insurers offering Medicare drug
coverage. Those plans cover
inure than 18 million elderly and
disabled enrollees. The lawmakers said the plans' administrative
expenses, including profits.
were about six times higher than
what's incurred through traditional Medicare.
Eliminating that difference
would save taxpayers and beneficiaries nearly $3.9 billion this
year, the lawmakers said in a
report released by the House
Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform.
The report also said taxpayers and beneficiaries would save
billions more-about $10.7 billion in 2007 alone - if the private plans obtained discounts as
large as those received in
Medicaid.
On average, private insurers
offering prescription drug coverage negotiated discounts of
about 8.1 percent compared to
what consumers would spend if
they paid for the drug out of
pocket, the report said. In contrast, the Medicaid program,
which covers the poor, gets discounts of 26 percent.
Many Democratic lawmakers
have long contended that the

federal government would save
money if it cut out the middle
man. Instead of relying on private companies, the lawmakers
prefer that the government
administer the program and
negotiate the price of medicine
taken by beneficiaries. The
report may bolster their efforts
to make changes to the program.
Overall, the federal government and beneficiaries through
their monthly premiums will
spend about $47 billion on the
Medicare drug benefit this year.
According to the Democratic
report, about a tenth of that
amount will pay for administrative costs, including the plans'
profits.
In response, the Bush administration said it would carefully
analyze the report. But it noted
that about 90 percent of participants in public opinion surveys
say they are satisfied with their
drug coverage.
"On
every
level, the
Medicare prescription drug program has exceeded expectations," said Kimberly Kleine,
spokeswoman for the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid
Services. "It has high satisfaction rates and is saving seniors
and taxpayers significantly more
than was ever expected."
Karen Ignagni, president and
CEO of America's Health
'Insurance Plans, said no government program has the drug benefit's track record of coming in
so far under budget. Monthly
premiums are 40 percent lower
than originally projected, she
said.
One of the reasons the program has cost less than anticipated is that drug plans help
manage a patient's care to
ensure they take the most appropriate medicines for their condition, which saves taxpayers
money in a way that the report
doesn't take into account.

BUFORD, Ga. ,
,AP) - If
there's a ground zero for the epic
drought that's tightening its grip
on the South, it's once-mighty
Lake Lanier, the water source
that's now a relative puddle surrounded by acres of dusty red
clay.
Tall measuring sticks once
covered by a dozen feet of water
stand bone dry. "No Diving"
signs rise from rocks 25 feet
from the water. Crowds of
boaters have been replaced by
men with metal detectors
searching the and lake bed for
lost treasure.
"This lake is a survivor," Jeff
"Buddha" Powell told a worried
customer at his bait shop along
the barren banks.
"If you panic, you don't help
Mother Nature," he added. "It's
going to rain when it rains."
But little rain is in the forecast, and without it climatologists say the water source for
more than 3 million people
could run dry in just 90 days.
That dire prediction has some
towns considering more drastic
measures than mere lawn-watering bans, including mandatory
rationing that would penalize
homeowners and businesses if
they don't reduce water usage.
"We're way beyond limiting
outdoor water use. We're talking
about indoor water use," said
Jeff Knight, an environmental
engineer for the college town of
Athens, 60 miles northeast of
Atlanta, which is preparing a
last-ditch rationing program as
its reservoir dries up.
"There has to be limits to
where government intrudes on
someone's life, but we have to
impose a penalty on some people," he added. "The problem is
how much and who. That gets
political. But it's going to hurt
everyone. We're all going to
share the pain."
About 26 percent of the
Southeast is covered by an
"exceptional" drought - the
National Weather Service's
worst drought category. The
affected area extends like a dark
cloud over most of Tennessee,
Alabama and the northern half
of Georgia, as well as parts of
North and South Carolina,
Kentucky and Virginia.
The only spots in the region
not suffering from abnormally
dry conditions are parts of
southern and eastern Florida and
southeast Georgia.
Government forecasters say
the drought started in parts of
Georgia and Alabama in early
2006 and spread quickly.
Sweltering temperatures and a
drier-than-normal hurricane season contributed to the parched
landscape.
Now residents are starting to
feel the pinch.

AP'
Exposed lake bed and beached boat docks are shown at Lake Lanier in Cumming, Ga., Friday,
Oct. 12. Rivers throughout the Southeast are turning to dust, towns are threatening to ration
dwindling water supplies and lawmakers are pointing fingers as the region struggles with an
epic drought that seems to be getting worse.
Restaurants are being asked
to serve water only at a customer's request, and Gov. Sonny
Perdue has called on Georgians
to take shorter showers. The
state could also impose more
limits within the next two
weeks, possibly restricting water
for commercial and industrial
users.
In North Carlina, Gov. Mike
Easley stopped short of imposing statewide water rationing
but asked people to stop watering lawns and washing cars.
"A bit of mud on the car or
patches of brown on the lawn
must be a badge of honor,"
Easley said Monday. "It means
you are doing the right thing for
your community and our state."
As conditions worsen, the
Army Corps of Engineers has
become a favorite target of lawmakers in Georgia, Florida and
Alabama, where the drought has
intensified a decades-old feud
involving how the Corps manages water rights.
"I particularly am disappointed that the Corps has allowed so
much water to drain out of our
reservoirs, out of our lakes, as
they have," said Georgia Lt.
Gov.
Casey
Cagle,
a
Republican. "It's not that we
haven't had enough water. It's
more a function of allowing so
much of it to go downstream."
On Friday, Perdue threatened
to take legal action if the Corps
continued to let more water out
of a north Georgia water basin
than it collects. And the presi-

Man sentenced to life for running
down moms, kids at McDonald's
COVINGTON. Ga.(AP).A
man accused of running down
two women and three children,
killing a 2-year-old in the parking lot of a McDonald's restaurant, pleaded guilty Monday and
was sentenced to life in prison.
Lanny Perry Barnes, 47,
admitted running over the five
in his car in a random attack on
May 23. 2006, in Covington, an
eastern Atlanta suburb. He
pleaded guilty to murder and
other charges.
Police said Barnes' car struck

If you have an interesting holiday ornament
with a unique story behind it,
let us know and perhaps it will be
featured along with other articles that
help capture the special holiday spirit
found -In Our Backyard!

•

•

South hit hardest by major drought
Six states in the South are exceeding extreme drought conditions
AS states hut Iowa currently have some level of dryness

Broad-scale drought conditions, as oi Oct 9
Dry

moderate

Severe

Extreme

ExceptiOnN

SOliFICES Nabonai Drought Mognon Center Deo of Commerce NOAA USDA

dent of the Metro Atlanta
Chamber of Commerce said on
Monday that businesses could
also line up behind a legal challenge.
"We have an ongoing water
crisis in metro Atlanta. And it is
the biggest and most imminent
economic threat to our region,"
said Sam Williams, the chamber's president.
Scientists have little reason to
hope the drought will ease anytime soon. The Southeast
Climate Consortium warns that
a La Nina weather system is
forming, which could bring drier
and warmer weather for Florida
and most parts of Alabama and

AP

Georgia.
"When we need to recharge
Our water system, this is what
we don't want," said state climatologist David Stooksbury, who
predicted that it will take
months of above-average rainfall to recoup the losses.
In Atlanta, officials are nervously watching the dropping
level of Lake Lanier, the sprawling nord•Georgia reservoir that
provides water for 1 in 3
Georgia residents. The latest
measurements have become a
fixture on nightly television
newscasts in Atlanta, where the
drought is often the top story.

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed interiors

1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
, 2 Stylish drapery hardware.
$
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
the five, hit the restaurant, then
4. Custom upholstery (ere/ its rem dofw on house)
backed up and hit the victims
S. Interior design services designed to fit your budget Ornestre mat
again. Witnesses said they saw
'
,Kw) design to fabrication to professional installation, your work is done
Barnes laughing behind the
in house by OIN friendly staff
wheel.
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself!
Avery Nicole King of North
Carolina died of her injuries.
Her mother, Anita King, and
408 5. 12th St. • 753-6361
Covington residents Stephanie
Casola and her two sons, Isaac
and Jake, recovered from their
injuries.
Barnes suffers from leukemia
and is due soon for a bone marrow transplant.

The Murray Ledger & Times'
Christmas In Our Backyard
magazine is interested
in showcasing your unique
Christmas and
holiday ornamentsfor its
2007 edition.
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Contact Eric Walker, Editor at 753-1916
or
e-mail editor@murrayledger.com.
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14 STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Doti Jones Ind. Avg. -.13904.1 - 80.7
Air Products
96.95 • 034
AT&T. Inc
42.66 + 0.47
BB&T
59.00- 0.90
Briggs & Stratton .
24.03 - 0/5
Bristol Myers Squibb
29.66 - 0.07
Caterpillar
78.04 - 0.80
l'heyron Texaco Corp 92.74 + 0.41
Daimler flimsier
10639 + 0.64
Dean Foods
26.35 + 0.01
Exxon-Mobil
94.92 + 0.10
9.04 + 0.05
Ford Motor
General Electric
.......40.67 - 0.15
59.92- 1.19
General Motors
tilaukSmithKline ADR ;1.75 • 0.60
67.90- 1.12
Good rich
29.50 • 0.48
Goodyear
HopFed Bank'
14.91 B 15.00 4
IBM
11155 + 0.52
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Intel
25.75-Kruger......................-....28.69 - 0.62
Mattel
22.13- 0.09
McDotudds
3631 + 0.12
55 00 - 0.29
Merck
Microsoft
1030+ 0.46
- 1.79
.IC. Penney
Pepsico.
+ 015
Pfizer. Inc.
.0.20
Regions Financial
28.47• 0.66
Schering-Plough.
32.17 - 0.17
Sears Holding Corp -.136.41 - 1.73
Tune Namer
18.75 0.04
S Bancorp
12.23 -0.28
;0.14 + 0.03
14ellPoint Inc
71451 0.43
Wal-Mart
45.71 -0.66
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Murray Main Street annual
membership meeting Thursday
Murray Main Street's ninth annual meeting will be Thursday from 5 to 8 p.m. at
the historic downtown post offfce building.
The doors will open at 5 p.m. and .a
silent auction will begin immediately, followed by a meal. Donna M. Neary, executive director of the Kentucky Heritage
Council and state historic preservation offlcer, will be the speaker.
lo's
Tickets are $10 for members and $15
members. For information call
Datebook for non Alls,
president of Murray Main
By Jo Burkeen Martha
Street Program, at 753-7222 or e-mail
Community
wama404m trt murray-ky.et
Editor

Home Department will meet
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Whitney Cooper of Flowers by Whitney will be the guest speaker. Betty Jerge and
Lynda Cooper will be hostesses.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Photo provided
Senior members of CCHS Band accepting the awards were, from left, back row, Janene Johnston, Marisa Whittenberg,
Brittany Tntes, Kristin Vaughan, William Hudson, David Stewart, Johnathan Torsak, Steven Stewart, Robert Guthrie, front row,
Courtney Elder. Jason Jones, Nathan West, Mandy Thorn and Sarah Osborn.

CCHS Band receives distinguished rating at
quarterfinal AAAA competition at Hart County
The Calloway County High
Senior band members acceptSchool Laker Band received a ing the Distinguished Rating
DistinguisheaL 11itng,one_ _of and second over-all in the class
three awarded in the Kentucky were Janene Johnston, Marisa
Music Educator's West Quar- Whittenberg. Brittany Trites,
terfinal Class AAAA March- Kristin Vaughan. William Huding Band competition at Hart son, David Stewart, Johnathan
County on Saturday.
Torsak, Steven Stewart, Robert
The hand and one of only Guthrie, Courtney Elder, Jason
three awarded for Class AAAA Jones, Nathan West, Mandy
statewide. Other distinguished Thorn and Sarah Orsborn.
ratings went to MadisonvilleThe Laker Band. led by
North Hopkins and Marion drum majors Brittany Trites
County.
and Johnathan Torsak, placed

second in the West Class AAAA
Quarterfinal division.
This qualifies the band for
the top 16 state semi-finalist
bands to compete at Meade
County High School on Saturday.
The top four bands at the
semi-finals advance to the state
finals Saturday evening for the
crowning of this year's marching band state champion.
Semi-finals begin at 10 a.m.
and the state finals at Papa

John's Stadium in Louisville
begin at 5 p.m. EST, starting
with Class A Championship.
Gary Mullins, CCHS band
director, said "We hope to have
an opportunity to be a finalist this year. The band is working very hard to present their
best effort on Saturday."
The Laker Band was a state
finalist in 2003, 2005 and 2006.
The Laker Band will depart
from Calloway County High
School at 5:30 p.m. Friday.

Photo provided
CHECK PRESENTATION: Jean Watkins, second right, of
the Alpha Delta Kappa sorority for teachers, presents a
check to Suzy Crook, second left, director of Big Brothers Big Sisters. Also pictured are Sue Adams, left, and
Betty Lyons, right, of the ADK which is a service organization for active and retired teachers and is observing
its founding during the month of October.

Gospel singing convention set
('Alit: CITY, ky
The 62nd Kentucky State Gospel
Singing Convention wilt be held Thursday' and Friday at the
Cave City Convention Center, 502 Mammoth Cave St.
The singing will start on Friday at 6 p.m.. featuring 22
groups. and on Saturday at 530 p.m. .with 32 groups.
There is no admission charge, but an offering will be taken
each evening.
For more information visit www kentuckystategospelsingingconventi.org or call Mike lianner. president at (270) 622-5098
Or Jeff Sneed. vice president. at 1270) 678-3575.
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Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Cow'scil will meet Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the high school media
center. This is open to all interested persons.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives, parents and other interested persons are encouraged to
attend.

Twin Lakes car club will meet
Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Majestic Steak House, Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors are
always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet

107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fn. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Closed Sat. & Sun.
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Community Education Advisory Council will meet Thursdiy
at 745 a.m. in the hoard room of Murray Board of Education

Murray Diamond Club to meet
Murray High Baseball Diamond Club will meet Thursday at
6 p.m, at the high school cafeteria. All prospective players
and parents. are encouraged to attend.

Sunshiners group will meet
Jayden El zabeth

oy

Jean Matheny of Paducah, Mary
Armstrong of Mayfield, and
Jerry and Theresia Boyd of
Houston. Texas.

and beauty of our western Kentucky woods," explains Park
Naturalist Jenny Howard.
As a part of Kentucky
Department of Parks' Backcountry Adventure Series, Lake
Barkley provides participants
with not only the experience.
but also instruction on low
impact camping, equipment
selection and use, trip planning, and backpacking gear.
• "We furnish the majority of
gear needed for the trip so
participants get a chance to
try it out before investing blindly in an expensive backpack
or tent."
Participants must be 18 or
over and able to walk 5-8
miles roundtrip carrying up to
30 pounds. Space is limited.
and pre-registration is required.
A registration fee of $75 per
person includes use of equipment, instruction, and meals.
These opportunities are provided in partnership with the
USDA Forest Service's Land
Between the Lakes. For more
information on these trips, other
upcoming events, or general
information, call 1-800-3251708.

Sunshiners Church Women's Group will meet Wednesday at
2:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church. This will include sewing and fellowship.

Band Boosters will meet today
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet today at
5.30 in the band room of Calloway County High School. The
main topic of discussion will be the state band contest. All
parents and interested persons of the Middle and High school
bands are urged to attend and share in the decision making
process for the band.

Quilt Lovers will meet tonight
Quilt Lovers will meet tonight at 6 in the meeting room of
the Calloway County Public Library. The new cook books published by the group will be available.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. 4d
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Mirray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located nelar
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
:

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday frcirn
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murriy.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and intgrnational charities. For more information call 293-7061.
I,

CI A

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey at 2275874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4g92909 or Mike at 753-9127.

MASQUERADE COSTUMLS, INC.
Retail & Rontal
210-443.111111141

et

• All Styles Made In The USA
of Swiss Parts
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Advisory Council plans meeting

Fall backpacking trips offered
through Lake Barkley Park
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park is offering two fall
overnight backpacking trips on
Nov. 3-4 and Nov. 17-18, 2007.
These one-night guided adventures are designed for those who
lack the gear and experience
of backcountry excursions.
'These trips offer an opportunity to learn the basics of
backpacking and backcountry
camping and a bit of history
of the Land Between The Lakes
region while enjoying the calm

CCHS Council will meet

Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center. Pat Latimer will present a program
on "Estate Planning.- Clarkie Butterworth will give the devotion. Hostesses will be Marylin Liddle and Tina Ward.

[Birth 7
Announce/nen/
Jayden
Elizabeth
Boyd
Jeremy and Julie Boyd of
Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Jayden Elizabeth
Boyd, born on Tuesday. Sept.
4, 2007. at 4:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
1 ounce and measured 18 inches. The mother is the former
Julie Matheny.
Grandparents are Chuck and

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thiniday at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. Melony Bray, community education coordinator, will present a program on "Welcome to MCCH Acute Rehab Inpatient Facility." All interested persons are invited. For information contact Cheryl Crouch
at 762-1557.
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10 years ago
who served 16 years to the U.S.
Published is a picture of Mur- Congress and later as • member
ray State University Employees of the Murray State University
Lynn Stone and Barry Paschall Board of Regents, died Oct. 14
preparing the grounds in front of at the Murray-Calloway County
MSU's Pogue Library for a statute Hospital
of the late Dr. Rainey T. Wells
10 years ago
which is being erected. The photo
Published is a picture of Ann
was by Staff Photographer Bernard Herron, reference librarian at MurKane.
ray State University Library, plac: Randy Cunningham of Cunning- ing a yellowed, typewritten manham Auto Repair spoke about "Car uscript by Jesse Stuart in a showCare for Grandmothers and case for display in the library's
friends" at a meeting of the Theta Jesse Stuart room there.
Department of the Murray Woman's
John Charles Larson, son of
Club.
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson, has
Births reported include a boy enlisted in the United States Air
to Elizabeth and Michael Hyde Force and is now in basic trainand a girl to Melissa and Mark
ing at Lackland Air Force Base,
Sowell, Oct. II.
Texas.
20 years ago
50 years ago
It was announced yesterday in
Billy Smith of Kirksey, Charles
a press conference that a Shon- Outland of Murray and David Earl
ey's Restaurant and Motel Com- Rogers of Grand Rivers are picplex would be built at the corner tured with the 12 from Kentucky
of Diuguid Drive and Stadium View to be awarded the American Farmer
Drive. Murray.
degree at the national meeting of
Published is a picture of Max the Future Farmers of America in
Parrish, assistant fire chief of Cal- Kansas City, Mo.
loway County Fire-Rescue, fightRecent births reported at Muring a fire of the residence of ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Johnny Garland on Rt. I, Almo. and Mrs. Loyd Owen, a girl to
The photo was by Staff Photog- Mr. and Mrs. Bob Chaney and a
rapher Greg Travis.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace LitchBirths reported include a girl field.
to Kathy and Clyde Lowery, Oct.
60 years ago
to.
The estimated valuation of
30 years ago
building projects now in progress
Published is a picture of mem- in Murray is $477,000, a survey
bers of the Kappa Department of revealed on Oct. 15. Of this sum,
the Murray Woman's Club get- $227,000 is for commercial buildting a helping hand from the Car- ing and $250,000 for private buildpentry Class at Murray-Calloway ing, according to I.H. Key, city
County Vocational Center, as the engineer.
department prepares for the annuBirths reported include a girl
al "Haunted House" set for Oct. to Mr. and Mrs. R.H. Upton and
18, 19 and 20 at the Carman a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
Pavilion on College Farm Road. Overbey, Oct. 11; a girl to Mr.
The photo was by Staff Photog- and Mrs. James McClure, Oct. 13.
rapher Lowell Atchley.
Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Broach were
Frank Albert Stubblefield, 70, married for 50 years Oct. 12.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 16, the
289th day of 2007. There are 76
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 16, 1987, a 58 1/2hour drama in Midland, Texas,
ended happily as rescuers freed
Jessica McClure, an I8-month-old
girl trapped in an abandoned well.
On this date:
In 1793, during the French
Revolution, Mane Antoinette, the
queen of France, was beheaded.

In 1859, abolitionist John
Brown led a group of about 20
men in a failed raid on Harper's
Ferry.
In 1916, Margaret Sanger
opened the first birth control clinic, in Brooklyn, N.Y. (The clinic
ended up being raided by police
and Sanger was arrested.)
In 1946, 10 Nazi war criminals condemned during the Nuremberg trials were hanged.
In 1957, Britain's Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip began

Hosting foreign students
can open up new worlds
DEAR ABBY: I would like
DEAR ABBY: I, too, was
to comment on the letter from forced to compromise when an
"Wary in the West" (Aug. 10), exchange student came to stay.
the young girl who is apprehen- Because we did not have an extra
sive about having to room with bedroom, I had to trade with my
her sister to accommodate a new brother and share with "Helga.'
exchange student the family is Yes, the year was trying at times
hosting.
-- she and I were very different,
My family
hosted sever- but the result of her stay has
al kids from been a 25-year friendship. Our
Northern Ire- families are very close, and we
land, and two go back and forth to Norway often.
years ago a She and her children also come
young man here.
from Brazil.
'Wary' may be surpnsed with
He is now my the result of hosting an exchange
best friend, student, If she is open-minded,
and I will be a whole new world will reveal
going
to itself to her. I know I never
Brazil for a would have guessed that Norway
month this would someday feel like my secwinter.
ond home. -- THANKFUL IN
Although EDGEWATER, N.J.
I didn't have
DEAR ABBY: During the
to give up my summer of 1975, while I was home
room, I felt the pressure of shar- from college, my parents hosted
ing a bathroom and my parents. two boys from Japan. When I
But I wouldn't give up my expe- returned to school for my senior
rience for anything. 'Wary' needs year, I looked for elective coursto be open and kind. It can be es to round out my schedule and
surprising how much exchange noticed classes in Japanese lanstudents already know about the guage, history and literature. I
United States and the world. signed up for all three. (I had
Many of them also speak Eng- been fascinated by the handwritlish well before they arrive and ing of the two students and wantjust need to practice it. "Wary" ed to learn it.)
will come to regard her visitor
While I was practicing in the
as family and have the time of language lab, I met a female stuher life! -- MARINA IN PENN- dent from Japan who was studySYLVANIA
ing Spanish, as I had previousDEAR MARINA: Thank you ly done. We agreed to tutor each
for sharing your experiences. other, which led to dating, which
Hosting a foreign exchange stu- eventually led to marriage and
dent can be a rewarding adven- two wonderful sons. Dunng the
ture -- as long as the logistics summer we celebrated our 28th
are worked out in advance. This anniversary. -- JEFF IN SAN
is a program with great worth JOSE, CALIF.
and appeal in our modern. diverse,
DEAR ABBY: My husband
"global" world, as the following and I have hosted students three
readers attest:
times. They have all been wonderful experiences, and my children love doing it. Having a foreign daughter/sister has been
a visit to the United States with rewarding and memorable for
a stopover at the site of the everyone in our family as well
Jamestown settlement in Virginia. as for each of the visiting stuIn 1962, the Cuban missile cri- dents.
Since it is such a major undersis began as President Kennedy was
inforrned that reconnaissance pho- taking, the adjustments and
tographs had revealed the pres- changes to be made must be discussed by all family members.
ence of missile bases in Cuba.
In 1964, Harold Wilson of the The teenagers are coming from
Labor Party assumed office as another culture, leaving behind
prime minister of Britain, suc- their own friends and families.
ceeding Conservative Sir Alec Dou- They need to know that the host
family wants to share everything
glas-Home.
with them, as well as learn from
them. -- FOREIGN EXCHANGE

DEAR DR. GOT!': Just live the fungus-infected, disread the letter about the woman gusting, repulsive creep. 'Til
who wanted to divorce her death, which I hope is soon
husband for urinating in the for him, do us part.
shower, and I think I can go
DEAR READER: You outher one better. I would, if it lined quite a problem that I'm
weren't for my religious beliefs not going to fix. However, I
and the fact don't understand your objecthat I'd be tion to your husband's cleanfacing ing technique. Cloth is not
prison time, really needed.
shoot
my
You are not going to change
husband his behavior without help. I urge
dead for his you to get marriage counseldeliberate ing. While it may not solve
annoyance. your problem, at least it might
Not
only help you cope with a difficult
does he uri- situation. If your husband refusnate in the es to go, I recommend that
shower, but you go without him. Perhaps,
By
Dr. Peter Gott he refuses to as your husband sees your poswash with a itive changes, he will change
cloth. He digs his crevices and start going with you. Your
with his fingers, scrubs his counselor need not be a docprivates with his hands to the tor. You mentioned your relipoint of ejaculation and then gious beliefs. Maybe someone
wonders why he isn't allowed within your church, such as a
to touch me or set foot in the religious leader, can offer
kitchen. I can't help but imag- options or even counseling servine there could be feces ices.
crammed under his fungusDEAR DR. GOT!': As a
embedded fingernails. Don't regular reader and an avid advosuggest Vicks for his finger- cate, I ask that you offer your
nail and toenail fungus. I've opinion about using licorice
already cut your articles from as a laxative.
the paper and printed info from
DEAR READER: Not a
the computer, but he won't good idea. Licorice can cause
even give it a try. A husband hypertension and worsen high
or wife who continues in a blood pressure. I advise my
behavior that repulses or dis- patients to avoid it, putting in
mays their spouse is at best its place an over-the-counter
selfish and more than likely laxative, such as milk of maggetting some gratification out nesia and others. For those
of annoying their partner. who wish to use only natural
Believe me, my husband would substances, I recommend my
be taking his last breath on colon cocktail, which consists
this earth if there were to be of equal portions of bran, prune
no consequences in my life juice and applesauce (1 to 2
here or in the hereafter. As tablespoons each morning).
for divorce, I've got too much Another option is 4 ounces of
time and money wrapped up hot prune juice.
in him and just pray I'll out-

Di". Gott

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTII
*AJ 0 4
VA Q 5
•10 8 3
4AI 7
WEST
EAST
*6 3
*72
•10 6 2
.1(191343
•.1 7 6 5
•A K 2
+8543
+1(6
SOUTH
•KQ985
1117
•Q 9 4
4.
1 Q 1092
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
NT
2•
3*
Pass
4*
Opening lead
two of hearts.

case he would lead his higher card),
and on the basis of the bidding, it
seems likely that declarer is the one
with the singleton heart. Consequently, your side will not score any
heart tricks.
South nest plays two rounds of
trumps and leads the ten of clubs,
which you win with the king. It is
now obvious that you can take no
more tricks in spades, hearts or clubs,
so the only hope remaining is to win
three diamond tricks.
This will not be difficult to do if
your partner has three or tour diamonds to the queen. In that case, all
you'd have to do is to play the A-K
and another diamond and let your
partner take the setting trick.
However, you should also allow
for the possibility that partner might
have the jack of diamonds instead of
the queen. In that case, there is still a
It is a fundamental principle of
chance to stop the contract, hut you
defense to assume that every contract
would destroy it if you first cashed
can he defeated. This might be
the A-K.
impossible in many deals because
The ploy that otters by far the best
declarer has you completely outprospect is to return the two of diagunned, but quite often the declarer's
monds after taking the king of clubs.
advantage is marginal, and the outSouth would then have to consider
come depends on how well each side
the possibility that you started with
deploys its Ibrees.
the A -J-2 or K -J-2 of diamonds
Assume you're East defending
rather than the A-K-2, and might
against four spades in today's hand.
elect to play low from his hand rather
West leads the heart deuce, which
than put up the queen. If he does that,
dummy wins with the ace. You make
of course, he goes down one. The
a mental note that your partner is not
.
, low diamond return therefore otters
leading from a doubleton (in whicff the hest chance to beat the contract.

FAN

GREAT IVOQK ON 'THAT
PENCEHOPPER ACCOUNT
INANSTEADi YOU
DESGRYE A HEARTY
NANDSNAKE
AND 56G
P4704
151.00

DEAR ABBY: I ant the oldest of six. In the early '60s, my
parents hosted two teen boys
from Mexico City for two months.
They had so much fun the first
year, they returned for two more
winters. All six of us spent at
least one summer in Mexico. This
exchange has enriched our lives.
We are still in contact with our
Mexican brothers and sister.
My husband and I have
befriended many foreign students
and families, and have been hosted in Norway, Germany, Japan,
Spain, France and Turkey. If
'Wary' embraces the experience,
it will bring her great joy. In
this shrinking world, understanding other cultures and languages
is critical. -- PAT IN TUCSON

ACROSS

38 Pasture mom
39 Big birds
40 Umbrella part
41 Mall of
America's St
42 Russian name
44 Menu phrase
(2 wds )
47 Strangers
51 Crude metal
52 Sitter's bane
53 Opera tune
54 Ms Lupino
55 Motels of yore
56 No-hitter king
57 Filbert

1 "Yecch!"
4 Microwave
button
8 Upswept hairdo
12 RV haven
13 Desktop symbol
14 Bear
constellation
15 Poached edible
16 Upset
18 Not crisp
20 Congeals
21 Retrain syllable
22 Mal de —
23 Persuade
27 Alphabet ender
29 Contains
30 Bluff
31 — hoc
committee
32 Crayola choice
33 Traipse
34 Argon in the
lab
35 Common Cause
founder
37 Outscored
I

113
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MM MOM@ MOWN/
MOMO OOMM OMM
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1 Hilo guitars
2 Disco dancer
(hyph )
3 Bargain
4 Shipshape
5 Here. in Paris
6 Tree trunk
coverers
7 Register for
8 Chased
MI5

12

6

7

10-16

9 Sun, poetically
10 Consume
11 Pet rock, e g
17 Ogden's St
19 Tenn neighbor
22 In a snit
8

13
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Syndicate

Inc

24 Providence
loc
25 Chew on
26 To be, to
Balzac
27 Grey of western novels
28 Wax-coated
cheese
29 The lady
30 Cooling device
32 Holds firm
33 Sea dog
36 Daphne —
Mauner
37 Napa Valley
stop
38 Forbid
40 Speeders
nemesis
41 Greek letter
43 Sundial numeral
44 Mighty — —
oak
45 Karachi language
46 Chair or sofa
47 Teahouse
attire
48 Footed vase
49 Beige
50 Estuary
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Tiger Christmas Project
underway, MISD reports

Making Music Together

Christmas is just around the
corner and the Tiger Christmas
program is underway. For many
years
the MISD Family
Resource and Youth Services
Center has been matching families in need with sponsors to
"adopt" them for the holidays.
Sponsors provide gifts such
as new clothes and toys to those
who otherwise wouldn't be able
to celebrate due to their hardships.
Applications will be sent

home to students after Fall
Break. Families in need can call
753-4353 starting Oct. 24 to
apply if they have not yet
received a form.
To get involved and sponsor a
family or find out other ways to
contribute, residents should
contact the FRYSC at 270-7534363 or email Eleanor Mills
Spry at eleanorspry@murray
.kyschools.us.

MES students exceed on 2007 tests
The third grade students (now
4th grade at MMS) were honored in an assembly on October
4, 2007. Mrs. Caldwell and the
third grade teachers presented
certificates and medals to the
students for their accomplishments on the spring, 2007
KCCT.
Results from the spring, 2007
administration of the Kentucky
Core Content Tests (KCCT)
been
released.
have
Assessments in reading and
mathematics were added to
accomplish annual testing of
those content areas in grades 3If as required by No Child Left
Behind. This was the first year
Murray Elementary third grade
students participated in the reading and mathematics core content assessment. Student performance is categorized with
four levels: novice, apprentice,
proficient and distinguished. In
reading 101 third grade students
scored proficient or dis,.

GREG TRAVISiLedyer & Times

The Murray State University Faculty Woodwind Trio recently performed for members of the Murray High School Band.
The trio performed a selechon of pieces covering many themes. Pictured above, from left, are: Dr. Stephanie Rea, flute;
Scott Erickson. oboe, bassoon and saxophone; and Dr. Scott Locke, clarinet. The MSU faculty also worked in sectionals with the students

tringuished. In mathematics 92
students scored proficient or
distinguished.
Schools are expected to meet
the ultimate goal of 100 (proficiency) on a 140 point scale by
2014. Information from the
Kentucky Performance Report
(KPR) indicates that Murray
Elementary third grade students
exceeded the proficiency goal
and received a reading score of
108.7 and a math score of 107.5.
Murray
Results
showed
Elementary third grade students
exceeded the state indexp(97.1
in reading and 94.4 in-ththematics. Murray Elementary
does not receive an accountability index because of the K-3
school configuration.
As this was our first year for
the KCCT open reponse format
our students did an outstanding
job. This is due to the hard work
of our students, staff and parents.

Woody, the Kentucky wiener dog, his sister Chloe, and their
human parent* travel to Washington, D.C. Follow along on
this great adventure every Tuesday for this 10-part story,
written by Leigh Anne Florence and
Illustrated by James Asher.
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Photo provided

CCHS MATH GUEST SPEAKER Dr. Jamie Summerville. a
math professor at Mid-Continent University, recently spoke to
Calloway County High School students in Mrs. Elliott's AP
Calculus class. Mrs Wetherington's Accelerated Geometry
class and Mrs Natividad's Geometry class Dr. Summerville
is a graduate of Farmington High School and Murray State
University He went on to get his doctorate at the University
of Mississippi He has taught mathematics at Morehead State
University and is now at Mid-Continent. He spoke to the students about the importance of taking math in high school and
in college He also talked about the applications of math in all
areas of life and which careers require good math students

Photo provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Meagan Winder, a seventh grader student at Calloway County Middle School, is the Forever
Communications and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
'Student of the Week " She is the daughter of Dave and
Janice Winder Pictured above, from left, are. Rebecca
Landott. Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtor, Winder. Scott Pile,
CCMS Science teacher, and Amy Gannon. WNBS 1340 am
and WOFC 1130 am - ESPN Radio representative
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Hi. fellow Americans! We. didn't think anything could be
better than the Archives, Smithsonian, or monuments, yet the
Capitol Building was just as impressive! Chloe and I were
thrilled to learn we could tour the Capitol. Like other buildings in Washington. we went through secunty before entering.
The guards searched my backpack before smiling and saying. "Enjoy." We listened as our guide gave us information
about the Capitol. Located in the center of D.C., the Capitol
is where Congress makes laws. "There are three main areas
of the ('apitol," the tour guide explained. "The Senate chamber, the House chamber and the Great Rotunda - the area
under the dome where ceremonies are held. Any questions"
My heart fluttered. Morn always said there weren't any dumb
questions. so I raised my paw. "My name is Dogw... I
mean, Woody, and I wondered what the Senate and the House
of Representatives do?" I thought I heard some snickers, but
was glad when the guide said, "Great question. Woody! Congress is divided into two parts - the Senate and the House
of Representatives. They make laws (rules) for our country.
To make it easier Woody, let me give you an example. Think
of a law you would like to see passed." "I-Immm..." I
thought. "Well. Chloe and I wish for a law against eating
hot dogs!" Snickers turned to laughter. but the guide continued. "Let's pretend the 'No Eating Hot Dogs' Bill is introduced in the Senate. The Senate debates and votes. Members of both the House and Senate meet and re-wnte parts
of the hill that arc not in agreement. Then, they both vote
on the bill. If it passes in both chambers, it goes to the
President of the United States. He can sign the bill, making
it a law, not sign, or veto the bill. Even if he vetoes the bill,
there's still a chance it could be passed and you would get
your 'No Eating Hot Dogs' law."
I was thinking about the Hot Dog bill when we arrived
on the third floor of the Capitol. "Here we can watch Congress." informed the guide. I was amazed as I looked down
and sass people actually making our laws. "Why is that person banging a hammer'. The guide explained it was called
a gavel, which was struck at the beginning and ending of a
session, or to call order. Maybe I could be in charge of the
gavel when I grew up. That would he a dream job!
I was still thinking about my gavel career as we exited
the Capitol and were inside the U.S. Botanic Garden and saw
more than 4,000 plants. "Woody, these are not trees in our
back yard, if you know what I mean. Keep all fours on the
ground at all times!" Dad didn't have to explain that twice,
though I was now son-y I had drunk so much Jungle Juice
earlier Morn and Dad must have been wonied because we
didn't stay there long.
While still on the Capitol grounds, I saw a gentleman and
.1 very pretty lady I had seen on television. They were waving at everyone and had some Scottish Terriers with them. 1
harked, but they didn't hear me. "Hey! Arff! Over here!"
exclaimed! I thought I heard Mom and Dad telling me to
hush. but I had to get their attention. Without thinking, I took
off across the Capitol lawn, running and barking with all my
might I had almost reached the Temers when two men in

16NAIQEKJ
0001 companies

dark suits and sunglasses swept me off my feet. "Rut row,"
I said, borrowing a Scooby phrase. I could tell they weren't,'
happy. The man who was holding me asked for my ID. N
was thankful I had my library card. Shaking, I handed th
card to the gentleman. Since I wasn't supposed to talk t
strangers, I felt I should know their names, so I quietly and:
.
respectfully asked. "We're the Secret Service," he answered:.
"Secret Service?" I repeated. "I love secrets! You can tell]
me! I won't tell anybody!" The two men looked at me and,
I knew I was in deep trouble. "We're not in the business o
telling secrets, son. Our job is to protect the President
the United States and you just posed a threat. Let's find your
parents."
Oh no! The trip had gone so well - a dream come true,
yet this was a nightmare and I was praying I would wake
up! I don't know what's going to happen, hut I know it's not
going to be good. I have a feeling the doghouse is in my
immediate future. Keep your fingers crossed for me and
work and dream like a big dog!
Woody, a k a Mr. Dogwood
Thanks to 1..G&E/KU both EON companies and KPA for
making this project possible. Thanks to the Kentucky Secretary of State for sponsoring the new podcast. For podcast
and questions and activities go online to www.kvpress.com.
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Short term memories
RACERS ATTENTION TURNS TO REDHAWKS AFTER NEAR-UPSET OF EIU
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Matt Griffin made one prophetic statement at his press conference Monday in
the Racer Room beneath Roy Stewart
Stadium.
"We have a short-term focus on a
long-term mission."
In other words, while the Racers
would like to dwell upon the couldawoulda-shoulda in a three-point loss to
Eastern Illinois Saturday, Murray State
must erase that game from the membrane and prepare for a date with Southeast Missouri State Saturday in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
But what can't be lost in the Racers' psyche is how they •played against
a potent Panther offense and hopes that
will translate into the team's first Ohio
Valley Conference win since Nov. 20 of

2004 as they travel to Houck Stadium
to square off against the Redhawks.
Despite holding Eastern Illinois to
just 77 rushing yards in the first half
Saturday, Murray State ended up allowing 238 in the game, a bulk of the damage coming off of E1U's Ademola Adeniji, who finished with 197 yards on 35
carries and three touchdowns.
Meanwhile, the Racer offense gained
360 total yards using both the air and
ground game to compliment Charlie Jordan's 127 yards on 20 touches and
DeAngelo Nelson's seven catches for 83
yards.
Jeff Ehrhardt was 23-of-37 with one
interception and 192 yards passing.
In the end. Griffin was pleased with
his team's effort against an EIU team
that was ranked No. 24 and 23 in the
Sports Network and FCS Coaches Poll

Time. 1 p m
Whom: Houck Stadium Cape Grradeau
Series History: 34-61-1
Last Mooting: 2006(SEW)24, MSU 17)
First Mooting: 1926
Streak. MSU has lost two straight
In Murray: 18-2-0
In Caps Girardeau: 16-4-1
Griffin vs. SEMO: 1-3-0

respectively.
"In the 18 or 19 months that I've
been here, it's probably as hard of a
game as we've played as a team in all
three phases for 60 minutes. I don't
think there was any lull."
The biggest area of concern for Griffin in recent weeks has been the issue
of special teams, which with the addition of Derrick Townsel, allowed no
IS See GRIFFIN, 2B

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger P. Times
Murray State head coach Matt Griffin (left) and offensive
coordinator Mickey Fein (right) stalk the sidelines Saturday.
The MSU offense rolled up 360 yards against EIU over the
weekend, which included 168 on the ground.

WILDCAT FOOTBALL

CARDINAL BASKETBALL

Boys to
Men
PITINO'S KIDS EAGER
TO PROVE THEY'RE
ALL GROWN UP
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Edgar Sosa's
tears have dried. The pain of Louisville's
loss to Texas A&M in the second round of
the NCAA tournament, however, remains
fresh.
Sosa had arguably the best game of his
life in Louisville's 72-69 loss to the Aggies,
scoring 31 points and holding his own against
Texas A&M All-American point guard Acie
Law IV.
But Sosa left the Rupp Arena floor in
tears, inconsolable after missing two free
throws and a 3-pointer in the last 30 seconds, shots that would have given the Cardinals the lead.
Sosa spent the summer watching the tape
over and over, beating himself up over the
"what ifs."
"Everybody congratulates me on that game,
but it's just like I don't see it as the greatest game I ever played," Sosa said. "In New
York we take pride in putting the game
away. I played good the whole game, but
when it was time for me to take the game
over, put it over and send us to the Sweet
16, I kinda choked. I'm just ready, hopefully, this year, to get another opportunity."
It's a mantra the Cardinals adopted in
the offseason following their breakout year
in the Big East. Louisville went 24-10 last
season, finishing in a tie for second in one
dj. the nation's toughest conferences behind
the play of its freshmen core of Sosa, Jerry
Smith, Earl Clark and Derrick Caracter.
They're all back, as are junior swingman
Terrence Williams and center David Padgett. The Cardinals won't surprise anybody
this season as they did a year ago. Most
pteseason publications have them ranked
arnong the best in the country.
: It's publicity the Cardinals welcome, but
Coach Rick Pitino has already warned his
players about the "Sophomore Jinx."
The Cardinals have spent the last seven
months hearing about how good they're
going to be. Pitino knows his job is to convince his players they're not quite there. At
least not yet anyway.
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JAMES CRISP / AP
Kentucky football coach Rich Brooks leaves the field after upsetting No. 1 LSU 43-37 in triple overtime Saturday in Lexington.

Cellar-Dweller To Contender
BROOKS: KENTUCKY'S NATIONAL RESPECT LAGS BEHIND ON-FIELD SUCCESS
CONFERENCE
Sumas
SEC(Ovarel)
EASTERN DIVISION
3-1 (6-1)
S. Carolina
Kentucky
2-1 (6-1)
Tennessee
2-1 (4-2)
Georgia
3-2 (5-2)
Florida
2-2 (4-2)
Vanderbilt
1-3 (3-3)
WESTERN DIVISION
Alabama
3-1 (5-2)
Auburn
3-1 (5-2)
LSU
3-1 (6-1)
Miss. State
1-3 (4-3)
Arkansas
0-3 (3-3)
Ole Miss
0-4 (2-5)

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky coach Rich Brooks usually
doesn't check national rankings or
point spreads, but he admits taking
a peek after the Wildcats knocked
off top-ranked LSU in triple-overtime.
What he found was that not only
does LSU have a higher national
ranking (5) than his Wildcats (8),
but Kentucky's next opponent —
Florida — is an early touchdown
favorite for Saturday's game in Lexington.
-Those guys in Las Vegas, I guess
they don't get fooled very often,"
Brooks said Monday. "Florida's a 7point favorite and we just beat the

No. I learn in the nation. How does they think they're great teams a lot
that equate? It's pretty interesting longer than they are great teams. That's
stuff."
just human nature."
Brooks isn't necessarily complainBut Brooks says that reference
ing. He says he understands that it isn't to the defending champion
takes far more than one colossal Gators, whose versatile quarterback
upset — or even one or two break- Tim Tebow gives the Wildcats many
out seasons — for a team long matchup problems.
regarded as a bottom-feeder of the
"He can run around you and he
Southeastern Conference to be concan run through you," Brooks said.
sidered alongside the big boys.
Kentucky's players know that
"1 think it is very hard any time
you're trying to make a transition knocking off the Gators a week after
from a cellar-dweller to a contender their stunner against LSU could help
and trying to go for a championship," them soar, not just in the national
Brooks said. 'There is always going rankings but in the BCS picture.
to be lag time. For the programs Lose, Brooks says, and the Wildcats
everybody thinks are great teams. will "fall like a big boulder."

COMMENTARY

Mr. October needs an introduction this postseason
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Saturday
Murray State at Southeast Missouri State

ED REINKE / AP
Louisville's Edgar Sosa celebrates a play
against Texas A&M in last year's South
Regional NCAA tournament game in Lexington.

By NANCY ARMOUR
AP Sports Columnist
CLEVELAND (AP) — Tucked
on the far side of Cleveland's clubhouse, sandwiched between Kenny
Lofton and Rafael Perez's lockers,
the name plate might very well
sum up this crazy postseason.
"NO NAME" it screams.
No kidding.
Forget everything you know about
October being the showcase of superstars. Sandy Koufax, Reggie Jackson. Kirk Gibson, Mike Schmidt,

Mariano Rivera, Derek Jeter — the
days of big-name postseason heroics are so over. This is the year
of the no names and the lesser
knowns.
"Obviously the Red Sox and
Yankees have a lot more national
attention. We know this is our
chance on a big stage to show
what our team is about," Cleveland first baseman Ryan Garko said
after the Indians went up 2-1 on
Boston in the ALCS on Monday
night thanks, appropriately, to a

sinkerball pitcher who isn't even
the best guy in his rotation.
No team personifies this anonymous October more than the Colorado Rockies. I'm sorry, that would
be the National League-champion
and World Series-bound Colorado
Rockies.
By now, anybody paying attention to baseball knows the Rockies are tearing up the postseason,
clinching the NL pennant Monday
night with their 21st win in 22 games.
A few folks might even be able to

tell you where they play (either
Denver or Coors Field is an acceptable answer).
But try and find anyone outside
their immediate families and the
residents of Colorado who can name
the Rockies' starting lineup. Or
their manager. Or, better yet, spell
Troy Tulowitzki's name.
"We're just having fun." pitcher Josh Fogg said. "We're not worried about anything else. We're
enjoying the moment."
See OCTOBER,2B
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Frea.Forilral

Apartments
1505 Diuguld Unvc • Murray. K1 4207 1

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(inc and Two Bedroom Apartments
Ccnual Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

,
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

2,000 square fee
and
space
office
achorning 2.000 square
toot wing space downtown. 978-0696
MURRAY
Courtsouare Pnme
retail location for rent
or lease Over 1800 sq
ft Available Nov 2007
(865(705-5812

PRIME lakefront. lake
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices
itylakeriale.com Or
cal 800-704-3154
SALE or rent 38R
28A, lake view, private
dock, complete furnished $900 month or
$255,555 Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
761 SELL

OFFICE or retail space
available, Prime location 753-2905.
Lals For See
1:131
[
293-1480
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manu
factored home Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft front
porch aodbock Nailite
2013. IBA
skirting
$29.900 or finance for
$1.500 down payment.
$308 monthly
ark!455 'fool
280
norms For Rini
t4X60 2BR 28A $400
703-4768
213F1 20A, nice large
yard. s450 month
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT
38R with scrylisnces,
central air. 5 minute*
from MSU. 121 North
5325/mo -• deposit.
Call after 4 00.
753-3560
SMALL 2BR in country
References required
759-1837

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28P $340 00
3/3R $42500
$100 deposit special
tor qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex
Carport. No pets 2273054 or 753-7457
NOW LEASING
1.26 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

I OR -2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200imo
753-4109
1E44 apartment All utildies paid $350 per
month plus deposit
270-227-4325
. no
1BR -low utilitiespets. $245/mo
753-3949
1BR, venous locations.
5200-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
- or 3BR duplex
CAVA. 1 or 28R apt
753-1252 day. 753
0606 night. 761-3694
2BR IBA. all am*.
*nen CAVA
641/Northwood
270-753-0259
28R Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo
293-7738 293-1446

1.50A.
bock
3BR
C/H/A, over 2.000
sq ft Corner of Bonn
and Poor Farm Rd
$675 mo. 293-7872

SOUTHWOOD condominiums All appliances Included
767-9048.
- :2
1,03 Chestr4-3144
bath apt Deposit reference, lease
270-227-3331
DUPLEX apartment
Like new, located in
Carport,
Northwood
2BR. all appliances
with gas neat and cen$575 per
tral air
month Phone
753-3018
DUPLEX 2-BR, 1 1.2
bath.ail appliances
$525'mo 436-5685
EXCEPTIONALLY
me.. large 1 bedroom
unfurnished ($3451 All
appliances including
washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or 270
293-7065

REGISTERED Mt Cur
puppies Born 8/20.
wormed
8
Shots
Champion bloodlines
$150 each 753-8965

suiromi
1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tires.
great condition Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
5it6 round bales of
mixed grass hay
227-5105

Rail blab

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
753-7668

Need to sell

our house?
r

we will he
glad In help.

ail SI\

row, &
2in-T0t-tels

FOR Rent
Boat 8 RV storage
l2x36 units
11x12 garage doors
Monthly7yearly rates
(270)978-0559

READY for new construction 10 75
acres well, septic. on
land .Partially wooded Call Clayton t/I
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
7511492
5 to 295 acres. West
Possibe
Calloway
owner financing
489-2116, leave
message

L

38R 1 SBA brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition
$114.900
1116 Fairiane
270-293-4602

EXECUTIVE home in
Murray, unique design
with all amenities. 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500.000 .. sale once
$316.000 by owner
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease 38-fi
2BA lakefront property
so/ dock, 2-1/2 car
garage wi apt 270759-9046. 270-9783953
NEW 3BR, 2-Bath.
2,430 sq ft w/1.730 sq
ft living area Misty
Meadows Subdivision
in Oaks Country Club
Area 293-1681 or 2930234

Commercial Bldg.
2297 State RI 94 East
2688 sq feet
.806 acre lot
Will rent or lease
$76,900
753-5856-- 293-7127

FLORIST/GIFT Shop
for sale Cal
270-293-2375

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath L11-1/A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.
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addioan lv thaw protected
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We inn knissingh Wert ani
Ms-trawl Mr Haled* whis-fi

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Units
Availabie
'Now Neve
Clem* Control
AM Sin

3853

Construction
NEW
38R 2BA. quiet neighborhood Almost comCall
pleted
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental for more info
761-SELL

1

11211Aulo Ports

nits tine

Call 753-5606
1eftNaas
[
•••••lin

lthiheasity
911 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built, KY Lake
$69,900 Only one,
Call owner 815-5155550

2005 black Mercury
4x4.
V6.
Manner
interior,
blacka an
Serious
clean
inquiries only $15.000
227-1879, 492-8017
2002 Nissan Xterra
SWD. 6.3.ass moles,
condition.
excellent
$10.200. 759-3900

Office: 270-761-6790 ,
Cell: 270-978-1007

LaMiiify NMI- 81811BNINIII

Tract 4 - 17.182 Acres - Wise Mambas
Tract 5 - 42.11111 Arm
Farads* Madam

,

d

•weekly & special
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783

--.011111.111
4116-

MS Nom Aro la llio CIP Program With
11a111111WI repaint Of $ $1,812.00

LANDOWNERS/FARM
ERS:
Are coyotes, raccoons,
beavers or other animals causing you problems? I can help, my
service may be free
during trapping season. Steve 978-2747

Wait WIN wv.konossorcaeto.cconro

For New Survey And Tract Details!
1 Down With A Minimum DaposIt
.
15,
Of 83,000.00 Par Trani, Dalano• In 30 Days

JAMES Ft_ CASH
,
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
"C
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
FC i
'I
THE SELLING MACHINE
[R
2004 Pontiac Grand
Absolutely
Prix.
loaded Black with tan
leather intenor Heads
67.000
up display
owner.
1
miles.
$13,995
270-293-4602
red,
Taurus,
'94
loaded, great condition Ride and drive
anywhere
$1,850
OBO. 753-6556,
293-8204
1992 Chevy Caprice.
178K miles, $1.200.
492-8290. leave message

2001 Red GMC Sierra
2W0 extended cab
SIT. 98,000 owes with
CD and tape player
Call 227$10995
3319 alter 5pm
94 Chevy 1500. 350
V8, 200,000 miles
761-4846
short
1982 Chevy
wheel base. 350 motor.
$1.500
camper,
pull
20'
' 227-3116
$1,507

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
look & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
distance
long
and
moves. Call Bnan at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up. delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ASPHALT
Mitchell Bros.
pa,i nv.

759-05111
753-1537 _
MOTOR home H R
Neptune 36 diesel
pusher, 8 KW diesel
generator. 2 slides.
queen bed. jacks. 4dr.
bridge .w4ce maker.
B U camera, electric
awning, extended warmiles
24K
ranty.
$98.500 More into call
731-641 2898

1994 Gruman pontoon
18', 40HP live well.
new FF. new trolling
motor. excellent condiion. 53,800 492-8006

•
LAM
(AWN SERVICE
M.'wing. Manicuring.
Landscaping &
teat Vacuuming
Smistaition guaranteed

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR

ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Electric
%nue 191/b
Res . Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs- Ng or small

-956
438-28137 Lamb's
Professional Tree
&avid. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling etc
Insured

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
p.,ing. Scikiiatiii
A. Hauling
ill/N1 IRA% IS

270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Calloway

rEa-ud

NEED A
METAL ROOF?

(2701752-0414
Ask forDarren

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

Nightengale

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606
731-498-8904
Work:
CONCRETE
Walls, floors, looters.
patios.
driveways
sidewalks. decoratrves
Call 270-493-0144
NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring -Decks
.Vinyt siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
Cleaning
All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences
etc (2701527-7176
DAVID'S

Service

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

Need help
Promoting your Business?
Call us we will be glad to kip.
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
do
inaccuracies
THE

occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Ledger &
Murray
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities.

YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Trri;it
esti436-

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Wednesday,Oct. 17, 2007:
You have direction, strength and
determination. Funnel this energy into your personal life or
your investments. In some manner, you consider work a distraction from the many other
rewarding areas of your life.
How lucky you are to have a full
life and not be a workaholic. At
times you might be hard on
yourself, demanding more.
Recognize when you need to cut
the critical attitude. If you are
single, you develop a unique
distaste for being alone. As a
result, a relationship might
become more important than in
the past. Check out new people
with care, as someone might not
he everything he or she says. If
s.ou are attached, do more as a
couple. Socialize, add to your
home life and enjoy the bond to
the max. CAPRICORN can be
demanding.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day. You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
MI RATES STARTING AT
$1SALAO
7111-374141 2934045

293-8688

293-2784

Buy Any Individual Tract,
Combination Of Trects
Or The Entire Property!

5ervices 011sred
112:1
[

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No ii.sb too small:
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
Quicker. Better,
Cheaper.

Mill A Good tobacco Barn

24 sow wows
14 15, 16 inri
Starting at S",
mounted

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Northwood Aid Ceps,- Itaitra Swim
Neat & Clean!
I
Shown 8 A
---hod 2 -3.11$ Acres

753-1816 227-0611

USED TIRES
or. in Nu: opporto

Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

1\1\11 1)1 s, I I
III It I

General Contracting

FREE

Treat 1 - .872 Aare
With A 3Oakum Ind'& VI=
Fondly Owe - Moe Ilea -

753-2905 • 270-29.3-8595
Mimes ledger & limes Fall
Hamm Ad Neer*

Calhoon Construction, LLC

%nicest:Raw

A Good Location For Calloway Or Graves County

Used Ciro

.110 Afb_St
1.
.:f13-4B
1BA brick Pmts
S300/mo
-rd buyers
752-0456 • 978-0742

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
/53-2905 Or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell bores'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

a IE.
:
-rw Ilas -‘11.4. 111
deg In 5 Tracts And In Combinations
A Nice Little Calloway County Setting
Farmland - Pasture - Trees - Hunting
Homesites - A Neat Country Home

Homer For San

REDUCED

J&I, RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th Si
270-4345496
270-293-6906

RED OAKS APTS.
5$100 Deposit
1I3R 5.325
2BR $375
Calt Today!
753-1111615

DOG Obedience
436-2858

313R. 1-1/213A. SW of
town, large yard, appliances, $700/mo •
deposit. references.
NO PETS 293-0247

2BR duplex, nice
CM/A. appliances fur
rushed Various loutflails Coleman RI
753-9898
4/301 2I3A all appii
ances central 1-IrA
Coleman RE 753 9898

DACHSHUND,
Miniature Doberman
mix puppies 9 weeks
old. $50
270-474-9722

-SERI/A IIONS!!
NO MINIMUMSIt NO RE
trbsoltaandiely. 113holL 210111ta„ INA 10:1010 /LAIL.
•Thep I-ants Caswell" isaaa=parii Edwards."
ai wallow* ICeirllarso PM/ IDIP MA aserormayr, ICY
At Thar Goldwaitair Community
From Murray At The MSU Football Stadium Take Hwy 121 Northwest 8 fAlles
To The Goldwater Community Turn Right On Hammond Road 'Hwy 113.301 And
Proceed North 4/10 Mile Cross The New 4 Lane And Proceed On 2/10 Niel
2 Mies SE Of The Giravess-Callowa Co Line

Tract 3 - 11.575 Acres - Lets 0I Trees

1Susellos

2, 3 1. 48R houses
deposi
&
Lease
required 753-4109
38R 1.58k unmaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fairtane Dr $750 per
month 270-293-4602

5 acre residential/corn
Murray
mercial.
978-1880
$65,000
Mark Fredrick RE/Max
REA
LAKE Bargain! 1.
acre lake access with
free boat slips
$29,900 Great terms
Call 800-704-3154
Amer

REGISTERED TOY arid
Toy Poodles
Tiny
(270)489-2761

Fatigue
1 6 2 bdr opts No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Over
Murray area
8,800 S.F. Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business Has parking
lot, central h/a, and
system
security
$1.800/mo.
270-293-9349

Murray Ledger & Times

•
WIENCTII-M MN _GT 9.-NE_
iss-ir•overm. 41‘.11..141CIE1114130144 1
b,

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Take charge and understand what makes you tick.
Tempers flare when you least
expect it, yours included.
Communication offers a partner's ideas as well as his or her
frustration Give this person
more consideration. Tonight. Out
and about
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your ability to read
between the lines might separate you from others Creativity
might help you come up with
solutions, but you might not feel
that you are flowing A little

by Jacqueline Bigar
hot bath; soak away stress.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
evise your thinking

once, twice, as many times as
necessary. Being able to flow
and not get locked into an idea
could easily prove to be a
strength, despite how a boss or
associate views this unpredictability. Tonight: Time to enjoy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Stay close to basics -emotionally, intellectually and
physically. Right now avantgarde behavior and thought
won't work. If you walk the conservative path, you will like the
end results. In fact, praise will
head your way. Tonight: Relax at
home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your words have implications. Actually, what you say
always does, but right now you
see results more easily. Don't
fear to plunge ahead in order to
find solutions and ideas. You
could be quite stunned by news.
Tonight: Hanging out is tun.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You might want to
rethink your ideas, especially if
present activity is causing a hole
in your wallet. You have what it
takes to say no to this trend and
turn it around Responsibilities
demand your attention. Tonight:
A must appearance
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
our high energy
points to positive and dynamic
changes Perhaps you don't
realize the power and strength of
your thoughts, especially if you
detach Open up to possibilities
that, up till now, have not been
an option. Tonight, Act like top
dog
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Knowing when to step back
might be more important than
taking action If you observe
more, you will notice a new trend
building. Design an outlet for
stress and frustration, if you
don't already have one. Tonight:
Yours to decide.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Zero in on what you
want and refuse to back down or
settle for less If you feel frustrated. push yourself to find solutions. You have imagination and
intelligence on your team.
Answers are forthcoming.
Tonight. Where you are is where
the happening is

aggravation goes far in opening
up your ingenuity Tonight: Take
an overview
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Work as a team Deal
with someone directly Creativity
emerges when dealing with your
high energy and a key person's
ideas Curb spending, and honor
your feelings Make that extra
effort toward a partner Tonight
Togetherness works
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Others pull the strings.
and once more you go along for
the ride You might be quite irntable or uptight A child or situa- BORN TODAY
tion helps you detach and come Actress Rita Hayworth (1918)
op with answers Let ideas bub- daredevil motorcyclist Evel
Knievel (1938). actor Howard
ble forth Tonight Say yes
Rollins 119501
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***
a*** All work and no play
proves to be a most unhealthy Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
blend The real issue is how to Internet at http://veww.lacquebypass this situation and return IlnebIgar.com.
to your old ways Recognize that (c) 2007 by King Features
our innate style is sometimes the Syndicate Inc.
best for us Tonight Indulge in a
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